Clover Recognized by The Strawhecker Group as Restaurant Smart Terminal Provider of the Year
December 20, 2021
The Strawhecker Group (TSG) recognizes Clover for second straight year for continued innovation delivered to independently owned restaurants
BROOKFIELD, Wis., December 20, 2021 – Clover® from Fiserv, Inc. (NASDAQ: FISV), a leading provider of payments and financial services
technology solutions, has been named the 2021 Restaurant Smart Terminal Provider of the Year by The Strawhecker Group (TSG), the largest
analytics and consulting firm focused on the payments acceptance industry.
The award is part of TSG’s Payments Excellence Awards, which recognize organizations that embody the vision, dedication, and demonstration of
excellence in the payments world. TSG is honoring Clover with this award, for the second year in a row, for successfully navigating industry changes to
make a difference for restaurant owners and improve quality and productivity of restaurant technology.
“Clover provides restaurant owners with a point-of-sale and business management platform designed to help their business operate with maximum
efficiency, engage with their customers, and grow,” said Jeff Dickerson, Head of Clover at Fiserv. “Being recognized by The Strawhecker Group for a
second straight year is a testament to our restaurant-focused innovation, to the capabilities our recent acquisition of BentoBox is bringing to
restaurants, and to the hard work of our Clover team that has demonstrated an unwavering commitment to understanding and addressing the
challenges small businesses face in order to enable their ongoing success.”
“Today, restaurateurs are seeking flexible payment services that integrate with the key software tools they need to operate their business now, and in
the future,” said Jared Drieling, Senior Director of Market Intelligence and Insights at TSG. “The versatility of the Clover platform was unmatched by
other competitors that TSG judged.”
In 2021, Clover brought to market capabilities that are helping restaurant owners engage customers digitally, streamline operations, and lower their
overall cost of doing business. These include:

Affordable and Flexible Delivery – Addressing the growing needs of restaurants for cost-effective delivery options, the
Clover platform added Clover Online Ordering with Delivery, which provides restaurants flexible access to food delivery
services with direct menu management, order and payment processing and reporting through Clover
Expanded Digital Storefront Capabilities – As a result of the acquisition of BentoBox, a digital front door for restaurants,
Clover restaurants can access a robust platform that includes website design, online ordering and marketing tools, all built
with the goal of driving growth and engagement for restaurants and their diners
An All-in-one Solution for Restaurants – With Clover Station Solo, full-service restaurants have access to an all-in-one
solution designed specifically for restaurants that need a large display to efficiently manage their front-of-house operations
and track sales and manage employee shifts, all from a single device.
Clover is a complete business management platform enabling businesses to maximize their operating efficiencies and grow, while allowing customers
to pay using a debit or credit card or via mobile payment options such as Apple Pay®, Samsung Pay®, and Google Pay®. As a point-of-sale platform
for merchants, Clover processes $180 billion in annualized payment volume.
More on Clover Restaurant Solutions
About Fiserv
Fiserv, Inc. (NASDAQ:FISV) aspires to move money and information in a way that moves the world. As a global leader in payments and financial
technology, the company helps clients achieve best-in-class results through a commitment to innovation and excellence in areas including account
processing and digital banking solutions; card issuer processing and network services; payments; e-commerce; merchant acquiring and processing;
and the Clover® cloud-based point-of-sale solution. Fiserv is a member of the S&P 500® Index and the FORTUNE® 500, and is among FORTUNE
World’s Most Admired Companies®. Visit fiserv.com and follow on social media for more information and the latest company news.
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